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Abstract  14 

This paper outlines a first attempt to model the special constraints that arise in language 15 
processing in conversation, and to explore the implications such functional 16 
considerations may have on language typology and language change. In particular, we 17 
focus on processing pressures imposed by conversational turn-taking and their 18 
consequences for the cultural evolution of the structural properties of language. We 19 
present an agent-based model of cultural evolution where agents take turns at talk in 20 
conversation. When the start of planning for the next turn is constrained by the position 21 
of the verb, the stable distribution of dominant word orders across languages evolves to 22 
match the actual distribution reasonably well. We suggest that the interface of cognition 23 
and interaction should be a more central part of the story of language evolution.  24 
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1 Introduction  35 

The evolution of linguistic structure is constrained by various cognitive pressures. For 36 

example, studies have argued that basic word order (the dominant order of Subject, 37 

Verb and Object in a transitive clause) is adapted to pressures including: efficient 38 

storage or processing (e.g. Krupa, 1982; Hawkins, 1994; Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2008; Ferrer-39 

i-Cancho, 2015);  the effectiveness of conveying semantic information (e.g. Goldin-40 

Meadow et al., 2008; Schouwstra and de Swart, 2014; Gibson et al., 2013); semantic 41 

and syntactic restrictions (e.g. Tomlin, 1986; Christensen, Fusaroli & Tylén, 2016); 42 

acquisition (Lupyan & Christiansen, 2002);  and information structure (e.g. Mithun, 43 

1992). 44 

While these effects are no doubt part of the story, we suggest that the greatest functional 45 

pressures on language structure are likely to come from the very special circumstances 46 

in which it is primarily used. That special niche is conversation, or more generally, face 47 

to face interaction. This is where language is learnt, and most heavily deployed: we 48 

each produce something like 15,000+ words a day in some 1200 turns at talk (Levinson 49 

2006, 2016). Therefore, understanding the constraints and affordances of conversation 50 

is crucial for understanding the selective pressures on language use (see also Givòn, 51 

1983a; Ochs, Schegloff, & Thompson, 1996; Enfield, 2008). As Schegloff, one of the 52 

founders of the field of Conversation Analysis, put it:  53 

 “What is the primordial natural environment of language use, within which the shape 54 

of linguistic structures such as grammar, have been shaped? Transparently, the natural 55 

environment of language is talk-in-interaction, and originally ordinary conversation. 56 

The natural home environment of clauses and sentences is turns-at-talk. Must we not 57 

understand the structures of grammar to be in some important respects adaptations to 58 

the turn-at-talk in a conversational turn-taking system with its interactional 59 

contingencies?” (Schegloff, 1989, p. 143-144)  60 

As we will explain below, the interactional uses of language are cognitively intensive, 61 

due to the high speed of the expected response being right at the limits of human 62 

performance (see below and Levinson, 2016). The demands of interactive conversation 63 

should therefore impose selective pressures on linguistic structures. If there is variation 64 
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in how effective different structures are in conversation, and if more effective structures 65 

are more likely to ‘replicate’ and be used again, then this suggests that such structures 66 

should be under selection over time by the forces of cultural evolution (Croft,  2000).  67 

In other words, languages should change over time to better serve turn taking. 68 

An example of this process links constraints from pragmatics to predictions about 69 

typology. Thompson (1998) points out that interrogative structures make turn transition 70 

relevant: a question demands an answer.  Thompson argues that, in order to be effective, 71 

interrogatives should generally apply to prosodic units, and therefore appear at turn 72 

boundaries, rather than in the middle of turns.  If interrogatives are morphologically 73 

bound to the verb, this constraint leads to a specific prediction: languages that place the 74 

verb at the end of a sentence should have interrogative suffixes (so that the interrogative 75 

appears after the verb at the boundary), while languages with verbs at the beginning 76 

should have prefixes (see supporting materials for an updated statistical test of this 77 

claim). This is a well-known pattern in typology, but we suggest that part of the 78 

pressure that leads to the emergence of this pattern could be motivated by the pragmatic 79 

– and more specifically interactional - pressures on structures of this kind.  80 

In this article, we consider a specific aspect of conversation - turn taking - and how the 81 

tight processing constraints it entails may lead to the selection of specific grammatical 82 

structures within a cultural evolution framework. While the work is preliminary, we 83 

hope to demonstrate the possibility and promise of linking domains that are not usually 84 

considered together: language structure, conversation, cognition and cultural evolution.  85 

The paper is organized as follows.  First, we review the literature on turn taking and 86 

how it links to processing in conversation.  Section 2 includes a brief review of the 87 

literature on the typological distribution of word orders.  Section 3 outlines a 88 

computational model of the cultural evolution of word order under pressures from turn 89 

taking.  Section 4 shows the results of the model and section 5 discusses them.  We 90 

leave the relationship between our approach and others until the end when our position 91 

is clearer. 92 

1.1 A cognitive pressure derived from turn taking  93 
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In a conversation, speakers take turns at talking and try to minimise the amount of gap 94 

or overlap between the turns (Sacks et al., 1974). When talking in groups, there is 95 

competition for who speaks next (Levinson, 1983), and a delay in response is 96 

pragmatically marked, for instance, it can be interpreted as unwillingness (Kendrick and 97 

Torreira, 2015; Bögels, Kendrick & Levinson, 2015; Roberts, Margutti & Takano, 98 

2011). This puts speakers under pressure to respond quickly in conversation.  99 

Indeed, the average gap between questions and answers is around 200ms (Stivers et al., 100 

2009). What makes this surprising is that the time to plan and begin executing a single 101 

word is at least 600ms (Indefrey, 2011).  Even though speech planning is incremental 102 

(speech may start before the whole sentence is planned, Levelt, Roelofs & Meyer, 103 

1999), this implies that at some point we must be predicting the course of the incoming 104 

turn, extracting its action or speech act, and preparing our response in advance of the 105 

other speaker coming to a conclusion (Levinson, 2016). This imposes a kind of ‘crunch 106 

zone’ in which production and comprehension must overlap in time (see figure 1).  107 

 108 

Figure 1: A schematic representation of turn taking. 109 

This is a highly demanding ecology for rapid language use. The timing is remarkable – 110 

even in a non-linguistic context, 200ms is the normal minimum reaction time for a pre-111 

prepared single response choice, and response times increase logarithmically in relation 112 

to the number of choices that have to be made (‘Hick’s Law’, Hick, 1952, discovered 113 

first by Donders, 1868). Language speakers have vocabularies of 30,000 or more from 114 

which to begin a response (XXX).  115 
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This ecology puts a premium on speed for the most complex human skill, language. For 116 

example, if a recipient finds the incoming turn at talk unintelligible or hard to 117 

comprehend, he or she should respond with a request for repair (e.g. “Huh?”, “Who?”, 118 

“Did I buy what?”) before someone else continues because repair is hard to achieve 119 

beyond the immediate locale in which it occurs – it is only slightly delayed to allow the 120 

speaker to do self-repair (Schegloff, Jefferson & Sacks, 1977; Kendrick, 2015). The 121 

repair system has adapted to this niche by an ordered preference for repair: self-repair is 122 

preferred over other-initiated repair, and specific repair initiators (Who?; Which bottle?) 123 

over general ones (Huh?, see also Dingemanse et al., 2015), thus expediting repair. 124 

We suspect that there are a large variety of adaptations to this niche in the interactive 125 

system itself (as just illustrated), but also in language structure, and indeed the cognitive 126 

skills that make it all possible. But here we focus on basic word order as an illustration 127 

of how language structures might adapt to the constraints of turn taking.  128 

1.2 Linking processing and pragmatics  129 

We could go further in linking pragmatics and typology by integrating constraints from 130 

online processing of interactive language use into a model of the cultural evolution of 131 

language. We argue that languages do not adapt just to our individual cognition (cf. 132 

Christiansen & Chater, 2008), but to the way we actually deploy the cognition in 133 

interaction. It is not only the evanescent speech signal, but also the temporal pace of 134 

conversation that makes the cognitive pressures on normal language use so intensive.  135 

Therefore, one would expect the structure of language to adapt to this ecology, and we 136 

should be able to see signs of these adaptations in today’s languages.  For example, one 137 

possible locus of adaptation would be the order that information is presented in a turn.  138 

Information presented to a listener later is more likely to occur inside the crunch zone, 139 

and therefore present a greater challenge to producing the next turn on time. 140 

Let us consider the implications for basic word order - that is, the order of the subject, 141 

object and verb in a canonical transitive clause.  Through its lexically-specified 142 

argument structure, the verb provides the syntactic frame for a sentence and provides 143 

crucial semantic information about the action reported. Hence its position in the 144 

sentence might adapt to several processing pressures (see the final section for a 145 
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discussion of this assumption). Predictions here are complicated by the fact that the 146 

functional adaptation of a sentence structure to its interactive use must be viewed from 147 

two perspectives: the point of view of the speaker, and the point of view of the recipient 148 

or comprehender. As has been noted in previous pragmatic work, what is good for the 149 

speaker may be bad for the recipient, and vice versa (e.g. Hawkins, 2004; Langus & 150 

Nespor, 2010; Jaeger, 2010; Piantadosi & Gibson, 2011; Fedzechkina, Jaeger & 151 

Newport, 2012; Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2014;). Consider, for example, the structure of the 152 

lexicon: making many semantic distinctions may be helpful for the recipient trying to 153 

recover the speaker’s intended referent, but force the speaker to make careful choices 154 

between many alternatives (Zipf, 1949; Horn, 1984). In a similar way, verbs in final 155 

position may give speakers more time to plan the most complex component of the turn. 156 

On the other hand, verbs in initial position allow listeners to anticipate the unfolding of 157 

the incoming turn, using the predictive possibilities offered by the verb’s argument 158 

structure, and thus start planning their own response much earlier. Here there is again a 159 

zero-sum type of situation: what is good for the speaker (verbs at the end) is bad for the 160 

recipient, and what is good for the recipient (verbs at the beginning) is bad for the 161 

speaker (who must plan the whole sentence up front).  162 

Notice that a mixed strategy will not help: if I put my verb at the end, it falls in your 163 

‘crunch zone’, and it will be therefore especially difficult for you to put your verb at the 164 

beginning – you will not have had time to formulate the response. However, if you put 165 

your verb at the end too, then you will have most of the duration of the turn to plan the 166 

verb, the complex frame for the sentence (Figure 2). Alternatively, suppose I am 167 

considerate to you the recipient, then I could begin my turn with a verb, well clear of 168 

your crunch zone, and now aided by my co-operative gesture and the following more 169 

predictable components of the turn you will have time to compose your verb also in 170 

initial position, so returning the favour (see Figure 2). Both strategies will get the 171 

maximal distance between predicates, which is what will aid processing. Thus we 172 

conclude that coordination of verb-placement, either at the end or at the beginning, is 173 

strongly favoured by processing under rapid turn-taking.  Even in languages with 174 

flexible word order, we suspect that there are biases towards a particular word order in 175 

everyday conversation (e.g. Samoan, Duranti, 1981, p. 171; Ochs, 1982, p. 661, see 176 

discussion). 177 
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Note however that the co-operative verb-initial solution is vulnerable, like all co-178 

operation, to a selfish move: you could always suit yourself and return a verb-final turn. 179 

These considerations suggest that while both solutions are viable, the verb-final solution 180 

might predominate in cultural evolution. 181 

 182 

 183 

Figure 2: A schematic representation of the timeline of turn taking and the processing 184 

effort for comprehension and production.  Speaker A and B take turns at speaking, 185 

placing the crucial information – the verb – at different points in the turn.  Curves show 186 

the processing effort for comprehending their interlocutor’s turn and planning their own 187 
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turn.  Top: Verb-initial order provides information for the listener early in the sentence, 188 

allowing them to begin planning earlier.  Middle: Verb final order provides information 189 

late, meaning that planning must start later, but this can be compensated by leaving the 190 

planning of the production of the verb until later.  Bottom: Speakers could maximize the 191 

distance between verbs locally, optimizing the spread of processing that B has to do.  192 

However, this leads to a difficult subsequent transition for A, who has simultaneous 193 

high comprehension costs and high production planning costs.  194 

195 
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Another solution might be to put the crucial verbal or predicate information in the 196 

middle of the utterance. This balances the distance from the crunch point for both 197 

comprehension and planning. This has the added bonus of preserving crucial 198 

information from overlap – the tendency for a small percentage of turns to be just 199 

slightly mistimed, with a second speaker coming in a bit early. This looks like a good 200 

compromise solution, again keeping maximal distance between successive predicates. 201 

In all cases, we see that the structure of A’s turn has a knock-on effect on B’s turn 202 

structure. Any strategy can facilitate turn taking, as long as everyone is using the same 203 

strategy.  204 

We should note here that these considerations obviously oversimplify conversational 205 

exchanges which are often elliptical, but the point is that where full clauses are 206 

involved, they should be subject to constraints of this kind. These could – indeed should 207 

– have implications for how languages change over historical time, that is the cultural 208 

evolution of linguistic structure. We would predict that a language would be more likely 209 

to change to facilitate better turn taking than in the opposite direction. This suggests that 210 

the proportion of languages that facilitate turn taking (e.g. by having fixed word orders 211 

ensuring coordination) should increase over time, while the proportion of languages that 212 

make turn taking less efficient should decrease1.  213 

This can be tested in the following way. First, we identify a constraint that turn taking 214 

makes on a particular linguistic structure. That should lead to some predictions about 215 

the distribution of that structure we should see in the world’s languages. We can then 216 

                                                
1 One might wonder, assuming that the pressures from turn-taking were present at very early stages of 
language emergence (Levinson, 2006), why structures that go against this pressure would emerge at 
all.  There are three responses to this.  First, we assume that the pressure is weak bias rather than an 
absolute condition.   Communicating in a variety of ways can be successful enough for everyday 
needs.  Secondly, the pressure from turn taking comes from the interaction between two individuals, and 
may go against the selfish biases of individuals.  At early stages, Individuals may be unlikely to innovate 
a solution that fits turn taking.  Over time, however, the turn taking pressure may override the individual 
biases.  This means that we assume random innovation and guided selection.  There is some evidence for 
this in studies of iconicity in the lexicon, which may emerge over time and through interaction, rather 
than being present at the beginning (e.g. Verhoef et al., 2015; Blasi et al., 2016).  Finally, change is 
probabilistic rather than strictly directional.  Adapting to turn taking has many solutions and interacts 
with pressures from other domains.  Because a language changes piece by piece rather than by wholescale 
renovation, it is not guaranteed to reach an optimal turn-taking solution quickly, nor to remain there if it 
does reach it.  However, modelling the interaction between turn taking and other processes such as 
grammaticalisation or contact is beyond the scope of the current model.  Here, we ask simply how turn 
taking might influence the way that a conventional word order arises in a population. 
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test whether the prediction can be observed in real data.  217 

This involves two challenges. First, the precise interactions between conversation, 218 

cognition and cultural evolution are not easy to predict, since they form a complex 219 

system. In order to generate predictions, we implement a simple agent-based model of 220 

turn taking. Computational agents are simple computer programs whose behaviour we 221 

can specify. By placing many agents together in a model, we can see how they interact. 222 

In other words, the model helps us to generate predictions from our assumptions.  In the 223 

sections below, we define and explore such an agent based model of cultural evolution 224 

through conversation.  225 

The second challenge is testing whether the predictions from the model fit data in the 226 

real world. This is also not straightforward because the actual distribution of linguistic 227 

structures in the world are complicated by historical factors (for example, the colonizing 228 

success of particular social groups). In the next section, we explain this further and 229 

estimate the target phenomena which should emerge in the model.  230 

2 Identifying the target phenomenon  231 

We would like to account for two basic phenomena in word order patterns. First, for the 232 

vast majority of language communities, speakers use the same basic word order for 233 

expressing the same kinds of meanings. There is certainly optionality within languages, 234 

and individual variation. For the most part, however, speakers do not use completely 235 

random word orders. Dryer (2013a) notes that under 14% of languages can be said to 236 

have no dominant word order, but we speculate that in conversation these too will 237 

mostly have a statistically dominant pattern. That is, basic word order is nearly always 238 

coordinated within a language community.  239 

The second phenomenon is that some basic word orders are more frequent than others. 240 

For example, if we count the raw number of basic word orders, then the pattern we see 241 

is that SOV and SVO are more frequent that VSO order. However, this does not take 242 

into account the historical relations between languages. For example, many Celtic 243 

languages are VSO, just as nearly all Dravidian languages are SOV, but the Celtic 244 

languages are all related historically, so it would bias the sample to count each as an 245 
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independent data point (see Roberts and Winters, 2013; Dunn et al., 2011).  246 

In this study we will use Harald Hammarstrom’s estimation of word order types in 247 

language isolates, that is, languages that are not known to be historically related to any 248 

others, and thus approximate to fully independent data points.2 This also happens to be 249 

close to other estimates based on using non-isolates and controlling for historical 250 

relations. This turns out to be 11% VSO, 16% SVO, 66% SOV and other orders account 251 

for 7%. That is, the further from the start of the sentence the verb is, the more frequent 252 

that word order type turns out to be (note some other approaches use number of 253 

speakers, e.g. Bentz & Christiansen, 2010, but we are more concerned with the number 254 

of communities). The majority of the world’s languages place the subject before the 255 

object in canonical transitive sentences, so we focus on those, but the model below does 256 

not actually distinguish between subjects and objects - only the position of the verb is 257 

important in the models below.  258 

In later sections, we also look at the interaction between basic word order and other 259 

typological variables. In this case, we use data from the World Atlas of Language 260 

Structures (Haspelmath et al., 2008) in a mixed effects model. We use this to estimate 261 

the relationship between basic word order and other typological features while taking 262 

into account historical relations. See the supporting information for details and results.  263 

  264 

                                                
2 This is an approximation because with further study some isolates may prove to be actually distantly 
related to known languages families, and indeed ultimately, all languages may be historically related. 
What is likely though is that isolates have gone their separate ways in cultural evolution over millennia. 
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3 A computational agent based model of turn taking  265 

We model a conversation as an interaction between two computational agents A and B. 266 

Agent A produces a turn at talk which consists of three abstract elements - a verb, a 267 

subject and an object. There are three turn types of word order in the model - VSO, 268 

SVO and SOV. The agents do not understand these elements, and there is no meaning 269 

associated with the elements – the model simply captures the idea that in each turn there 270 

is some linear order, with some elements (e.g. the verb) being more crucial than others.  271 

Each agent has an exemplar memory which stores all the turns it has heard. When 272 

agents produce a turn at talk, they select one turn from their memory at random to be 273 

the template for their utterance.  274 

Once A has produced a turn, agent B now has to decide how to respond by choosing a 275 

template turn from its own memory. We constrain the probability of choosing different 276 

turn types according to the distance between the verbs in the sequence. For example, if 277 

A produces a VSO turn, then B has more time to process this information and so is 278 

more likely to be able to produce a verb at the start of their turn. If A produces an SVO 279 

turn, then this verb is closer to the crunch zone and B is less able to produce a verb-280 

initial turn. If A produces an SOV turn, then the verb is in the crunch zone and so B is 281 

very unlikely to be able to produce a verb-initial sentence in time, and quite unlikely to 282 

be able to produce a verb-medial sentence in time.  283 

To model this, each item in the agent’s memory is given a weight which affects its 284 

probability of being chosen. If A produces a turn T1 which has the verb at position 285 

Vinitiate (start = 0, middle = 1, end = 2) and a length L1 (at this stage, all turns have a 286 

length of 3), then a responding turn by B, T2, which has the verb at position Vrespond is 287 

given the following weight, 288 

WT2 = ((L1 – Vinitiate) + Vrespond)
α  289 

where α is a parameter which controls the strength of the effect. When α = 1, then the 290 

weight increases linearly as the distance between the two verbs increases. The 291 

probability of choosing item i from a memory which contains M items is then directly 292 

proportional to its weight.  293 
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 294 

Put another way, agents are less likely to choose turn structures which involve more 295 

verb processing in the crunch zone. The α parameter, then, controls how quickly the 296 

processing cost increases with time. This mechanism captures the basic idea that the 297 

location of crucial information in A’s utterance has a knock-on effect for the structure 298 

of B’s turn. The constraint on B’s choices are greatest when A produces a turn with the 299 

verb at the end.  300 

Conversations proceed in the following way. A produces a first turn by selecting 301 

randomly from her memory. B then produces a turn, drawing from his memory 302 

according to the weight function above. Then A produces a third turn, weighting her 303 

selection by the turn type that B produced. Then B responds, and so on.  304 

Conversations are independent from each other, and always start with an un-weighted 305 

selection. Therefore, we can manipulate the strength of the effect from turn taking. For 306 

example, agents can have one conversation of three turns, which imposes a constraint 307 

after each turn, or three conversations of a single turn, in which case the turn taking 308 

constraints have no effect. The greater the number of turns in a conversation, the greater 309 

the knock-on effect of the crunch zone. In each generation (see below), agents will have 310 

Nconversations conversations with Nturn turns each.  311 

We also model a small amount of noise in communication. With a small probability β, 312 

an agent produces a random turn type from all possible turn types.  313 

3.1 Cultural evolution  314 

Now we need a model of cultural evolution. We start with a small population of Nagents 315 

‘adult’ agents. Each agent is initialised with a random selection of turn types in their 316 

memory. This means that populations are initialised with no bias in their word order 317 

preferences (see the SI for different starting conditions). Each agent is randomly paired 318 

with another agent and they have a conversation with Nturn turns. This repeats until they 319 

have had Nconversation conversations. This results in a series of turns and conversations, 320 
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and we can measure the frequency of each turn structure.  321 

At the same time, there is a second population of ‘child’ agents listening to the 322 

conversations of the adult population and ‘learning’ from them by adding their turn 323 

structures to their exemplar memory. That is, generation 2 are like children acquiring 324 

language. When the adult generation are done with their conversations, they are 325 

removed from the population and the child generation ‘grows up’ and become adults. 326 

This new generation starts having conversations in the same way as the first generation, 327 

while a new child generation (generation 3) listen and learn (so called “iterated 328 

learning”, see Kirby, Griffiths & Smith, 2014).  329 

This repeats for Ngenerations generations. For each generation, we can track how the 330 

proportions of each type of sentence change.  331 

3.2 Sentence particles  332 

We can expand the model again to explore more complicated interactions between 333 

grammar and turn taking, for example the role of utterance final particles. Tanaka 334 

(2000; 2005) notes that the grammar of Japanese limits the projectability of turns. The 335 

predicate comes at the end of the sentence, and the sentence can be widely transformed 336 

by elements that come after the predicate. This appears to work against rapid turn 337 

taking. However, final particles can potentially act as a ‘buffer’ which push crucial 338 

information away from the crunch zone and allow more time for the next speaker to 339 

plan their turn (this insight from Kobin Kendrick, 2012, see figure 3).  While sentence 340 

final particles are usually quite short, we assume that any extra time is beneficial and 341 

may lead to selection in the long term. 342 

In the example of Japanese conversation in figure 4, we see that the sentence final 343 

particle is appearing constantly in overlap. This suggests that they can be treated as non-344 

crucial elements of the turn (the overlap in the example can be partly attributed to the 345 

general projectability of the sentence in which the two speakers are agreeing with each 346 

other, but in general particles are not overlapped). A theory based on ease of production 347 

or perception which does not consider relationships between turns would have a hard 348 

time explaining why speakers bother to include these.  349 
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In this case, turn final particles seem to aid turn-transition in this verb-final language. 350 

However, the general prediction about which word order would benefit from final or 351 

initial particles is difficult to make. If a language is verb-initial, should sentence 352 

particles come at the start of the turn, or the end of the previous turn? At the beginning 353 

they would help to buffer the production by the speaker, while at the end they would 354 

serve to buffer the next speaker’s production problems. Both would be logically helpful, 355 

but which are more likely to emerge? Are there some word orders which are less likely 356 

to need particles at all? It is difficult to work out the logical implications in a cultural 357 

evolutionary system, but this is precisely what the model is for. We can use it as a kind 358 

of transparent thought experiment.  359 

Sentence particles were included in the model as follows. As well as the three basic 360 

word order types without particles, agents could also produce versions with a sentence 361 

final or sentence initial particle (thus 9 combinations of types to choose from). Turn 362 

types with particles were less likely to be picked for production, since they are slightly 363 

longer (agents prefer to produce shorter turns). The relative length of particles to other 364 

words (verb, subject and object) could be manipulated via a parameter p. From the 365 

examples in Japanese, we would expect particles to be shorter than most words. The 366 

inclusion of a particle which added distance between verbs in a turn boosted the 367 

possibility that the verb can come earlier in a following sentence.  368 

 369 

Figure 3: Sentence particles ‘P’ can act as a ‘buffer’ between turns, taking the 370 

crucial information away from the crunch zone.  371 

 372 

B’s$TurnA’s$turn P

B’s$TurnA’s$turn PV V

V V
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 373 

Figure 4: A conversation in Japanese. Square brackets indicate where the next 374 

speaker overlaps with the previous one. The utterance final particles are in bold. 375 

Adapted from Tanaka (2000), Tokyo 7, p.26.  376 

3.3 Summary of assumptions  377 

Here we summarise the basic assumptions and simplifications of the model:  378 

•   All turns contain verbs   379 

•   We do not model semantics or detailed syntax/morphology.  There are no processing 380 

costs related to syntactic dependencies in the model   381 

•   Speakers must minimise gaps and overlaps   382 

•   Planning crucial elements is increasingly difficult as they approach the ‘crunch zone’  383 

•   Verbs are crucial elements (they are hard to plan)   384 

•   The production cost of sentence is related to sentence length (though in the main 385 

model all sentences have the same length)   386 

•   In cultural evolution, agents learn by observing others and storing examples of 387 

behaviour   388 

•   Generations are discrete (not necessary, but a simplifying assumption)   389 

Clearly, these assumptions are idealisations, and the actual factors are much more 390 

complex than this. As noted earlier, the assumption that all turns contain verbs is clearly 391 

counterfactual, given the elliptical nature of many responses. Despite this, as a starting 392 

W: ‘N:  soo [ne
yeah so  [FP

“Yeah isn’t it?”

G:          [Sore wa aru deshoo[: ne
[that TOP exist COP   [  FP
["That's quite plausible, isn't it"

W:                                [Soo na n de[shoo ne
[so COP N  C[OP   FP
["That's probably right, isn't it?" 

G:                                            ['N ...
[yeah ...
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point, we think that this model captures some of the crucial constraints on interactive 393 

language use under temporal pressure. We are attempting to construct the simplest 394 

model which will help us think about the intricate inter- relationships between 395 

conversation, cognition and cultural evolution. One way to construe the model is that it 396 

captures only some conversations, not every interaction between agents, and that the 397 

selective pressure only applies in turns which match the conditions above.  398 

  399 

4 Results   400 

Figure 5 shows, as an example of the kinds of results obtained, three independent runs 401 

of the model with a population of 10 agents taking 2 conversations of 10 turns each. 402 

Along the horizontal axis we see generations and each line represents how the 403 

frequency of each type of basic word-order (or major sentence type) changes over time. 404 

We see that in the first generation, agents are equally likely to use any of the three 405 

types, but that the use of VSO rapidly declines. In the first two runs, both SVO and 406 

SOV are used for some time, but after about 15 generations, all agents are using SOV 407 

all the time (with some small deviations due to noise). So, we can classify the language 408 

of these agents as SOV. In the third run, enough agents selected SVO by chance that the 409 

conventional pressure pushed the frequency up. Eventually, the third population 410 

converges on SVO order. That is, a dominant word order emerges, and we are not 411 

concerned with the distribution of word orders within a language.   412 
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 413 

Figure 5: Proportions of each turn type used at each generation for three 414 

independent runs of the main model (NAgents=10, NTurns=10, NConversations=2, β =0.01, 415 

α =0.1).  416 

We ran the model 1000 times and measured the proportion of runs that converge to each 417 

word-order type on each run. In every simulation, the population converged on a single 418 

word order type within 100 generations.  This is not surprising, since any set of 419 

communicating agents will tend to converge on a common set of variants, as has been 420 

shown in a variety of models (e.g. Steels & Belpaeme, 2005; Nowak & Baggio, 2016) 421 

and experiments (e.g. Garrod & Pickering, 2009). 422 

Figure 6 shows the resulting proportions of word orders in two different conditions (α = 423 

0.1). When agents only have conversations with 1 turn (no constraints from turn taking), 424 

then each word order type is equally likely to win. When turns follow each other within 425 

a conversation, the proportions look very close to the actual ‘natural’ distribution of 426 

word orders we see in real languages, as measured by the proportions of word-orders in 427 

the language isolates of the world, where SOV is most frequent followed by SVO and 428 

VSO.   429 

Essentially, the turn taking constraints impose a bias against having a verb in initial 430 

position.  VSO is an unstable word order due to what we call the first turn push.  The 431 

first turn in a conversation is unconstrained by turn-taking pressures - the first speaker is 432 
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free to choose any order in their memory.  If they choose a verb-initial order, the choice 433 

of order in the 2nd turn is not affected much.  However, choosing an order with the verb 434 

in a later position will bias the 2nd turn to also place their verb later, which will bias the 435 

3rd turn to also place their verb later, and so on.  SOV is a more stable order for the 436 

same reason. 437 

Note, however, that the pressure from turn taking is not so strong as to make 438 

convergence on verb-initial order impossible.  To be clear, although there is a small 439 

proportion of populations with VSO order in the model, within those few populations 440 

all agents are using VSO order. That is, the model is producing the two target 441 

phenomena: convergence within populations and a bias for verb-later orders across 442 

populations.  443 

 444 

Figure 6: Proportions of each turn type that 1000 generations converge to in: Left: 445 

a model without pressures for turn taking (NAgents=10, β =0, α =0.1); Middle: a 446 

model with turn taking constraints; and Right: actual language data from the 447 

world’s isolates (right).  448 

The results in figure 6 fit the data qualitatively, but also quantitatively (the proportions 449 

as well as the ranks are quite close to the real ones). This quantitative fit depends on the 450 

parameters of the model. Figure 7 shows how the distribution of word order types varies 451 
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with the α parameter, which controls how the distance between verbs relates to the 452 

processing cost by weighting the effect. When α is close to 0, there is little difference 453 

between each of the sentence types in any context, and roughly the same proportion of 454 

each sentence type emerges. When α is positive, reflecting greater processing cost as the 455 

verbs enter the crunch zone, then the SOV advantage appears. If processing cost scales 456 

linearly (α = 1), then the model predicts that almost all populations should converge on 457 

SOV order. With negative values of α, where cost decreases as the verb enters the 458 

crunch zone, we see a preference for VSO languages. This suggests that the best fitting 459 

assumption would be for a positive, convex function: the cost is large for verbs inside 460 

the crunch zone, but rapidly declines as the verb moves further away.  461 

 462 

Figure 7: Left: how the α parameter affects the function which relates the distance 463 

between verbs in adjacent turns and the cost of processing for the speaker of the 464 

2nd turn. Right: how the proportions of different word-order types varies with the 465 

α parameter.  For example, the extreme negative curve (yellow) represents α = -2 466 

and around 90% of runs converge on VSO, while the extreme exponential positive 467 

curve (pink) represents α = 2 and over 90% of runs converge on SOV.  The best fit 468 

to the real world distribution happens when α is between 0 and 1, which creates a 469 

convex curve. 470 
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The supporting information shows that the model results are robust to settings of 471 

various parameters, including Nagents, Nconversations, Nturns, β and initial conditions 472 

(discussed below).  473 

  474 
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4.2 Sentence final particles  475 

Figure 8 shows some results for sentence final particles (α = 0.1, β = 0, p = 0.5, Nagents = 476 

10, comparing 20 conversations of 1 turn with 2 conversations of 10 turns). The model 477 

without turn taking constraints predicts that languages are similarly likely to have initial 478 

or final sentences regardless of verb position. In contrast, with the constraint we see two 479 

things. Initial particles are more likely than final particles for verb initial languages, and 480 

final particles are proportionately more likely for verb final languages. That is, if a 481 

language happens to settle on verb final structures, it is also more likely to develop 482 

sentence final particles. This prediction also matches the real data quite well (data from 483 

position of polar question particles, Dryer, 2013b, see figure 8 and SI). Interestingly, it 484 

also predicts that verb final languages should be less likely to have particles at all. The 485 

explanation may be the following.  If the first turn in the conversation places the verb 486 

later (the first turn push), the second turn now has two options to mediate the pressure: 487 

either move the verb further back or add an initial particle to the 2nd turn.  Therefore, 488 

languages are more likely to gain initial particles than final particles.  However, since 489 

SOV order is more robust to the turn taking pressures and a more stable state in general 490 

and, it is less likely to transition to using a particle at all.  491 

This result was not robust to changes in parameters. The fit to the data was better when 492 

noise level was low, and in addition the inclusion of a question particle in a buffer zone 493 

had a big effect. This is a reasonable result, given that the first model predicted that the 494 

processing cost declines rapidly as the verb moves away from the crunch zone. Outside 495 

of a narrow window around the parameters above, the predictions range from no effect 496 

to the opposite of the effect we see in the data (final particles more likely for verb-final 497 

languages). This suggests that the use of particles to buffer interactive language use 498 

emerges only under specific conditions.  499 
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 500 

Figure 8: Distribution of word order types and the presence of absence or sentence 501 

particles in a model with: (Left) no turn taking constraints (Nconversations=20, 502 

Nturns=1, Nagents = 10, α = 0.1, β = 0, p = 0.5); (Middle) with turn taking constraints 503 

(Nconversations=2, Nturns=10); and (Right) the distribution in real languages (Dryer, 504 

2013b).  505 

 506 
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5 Discussion  508 

In this article, we have suggested that turn-taking in conversation imposes constraints 509 

on the efficiency of different basic word orders in interactive language use. Languages 510 

should adapt to these constraints, and we should see evidence of this adaptation in the 511 

structures of the world’s languages. Support for this idea can be found by identifying a 512 

set of constraints that conversation imposes, generating a prediction about the 513 

distribution of linguistic structures that should emerge from these constraints, and then 514 

testing this prediction against real data. We have suggested that the need for rapid turn-515 

taking imposes a ‘crunch zone’ for online language processing around the ends of turns, 516 

and hypothesised that this might affect the optimal position of crucial elements in a 517 

clause. We presented an agent-based model to help generate predictions about how 518 

these constraints should affect the cultural evolution of language, then compared the 519 

results to real data. We found a reasonable qualitative and quantitative match between 520 

the output of the model and the distribution of basic word orders in the real world.  521 

The model suggests that, because the structure of a prior turn has knock-on effects for 522 

the production of the next turn, there is a bias for cultures to evolve towards pushing the 523 

verb further back in the turn. This leads to a distribution of basic word order which 524 

mirrors the distribution we see in the real world.  525 

This result essentially derives from the fact that the model tends to favour SOV word 526 

order.  Indeed, it would be possible to generate similar results to the current ones with a 527 

simpler model.  For example, a Markov chain with a bias towards SOV, without any of 528 

the details about turn taking.  However, this would be a phenomenological model fitting 529 

exercise which captures the target distribution without specifying the underlying 530 

mechanism.  In this paper, we are interested in articulating a possible mechanism and 531 

investigating whether it does in fact lead to the right kind of prediction.  In our case, 532 

assumptions about what constrains responding turns lead to an emergent bias towards 533 

SOV.  As a consequence, when the number of turns in a conversation (Nturns) is low so 534 

that there are few responding turns, the proportion of populations with dominant SOV 535 

order is reduced, and in the extreme case populations are equally likely to converge on 536 

any word order (column 1 of Figure 6), which shows that the model is not biased 537 

towards SOV, except when the constraints of turn taking are applied. 538 
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Given this approach, the model makes two interesting predictions that other theories 539 

which do not take into account the need for rapid reactions between turns would find 540 

hard to explain.  First, the convex relationship between distance between verbs in two 541 

adjacent turns and the ease of production.  This could be empirically tested using an a 542 

range of new experimental techniques (see De Ruiter, Mitterer & Enfield, 2006; Bögels, 543 

& Levinson, 2016). Secondly, the presence of sentence particles at the ends of 544 

utterances.  These do not aid prediction (since they come last) and take effort to 545 

produce, but do give some advantage to turn taking. 546 

5.1 Relationship with other theories and future work 547 

The distribution of basic word orders is one of the most scrutinised phenomena in 548 

typology, and this first attempt at linking typology, processing and turn taking does not 549 

aim to supplant any of the other theories.  Indeed, a pressure from turn taking does not 550 

exclude pressures from other domains, but here we consider how they might interact.   551 

One domain that clearly has an impact on the explanandum is historical change.  Gell-552 

Mann and Ruhlen (2011) review historical changes to basic word order, largely caused 553 

by grammaticalisation and dependencies with other aspects of grammar, and estimate 554 

transitions between orders. They find that word order tends to change from SOV to 555 

SVO to VSO, and suggest that languages began as SOV.  In opposition to this, 556 

communities in our model tend to gravitate towards SOV (see also the SI).  Gell-Mann 557 

and Ruhlen also suggest that word order distributions have not reached a stable 558 

equilibrium, while in our study we assume that the target distribution is stable.  Perhaps 559 

it is better to see our model as a model of transition to initial consensus within a 560 

population, rather than historical change between established types.  However, we find 561 

that, when no pressures from turn taking apply, the only way to recover the target 562 

distribution is to assume that populations begin with a dominant SOV order.  When 563 

pressures from turn taking do apply, the target distribution is achieved from a more 564 

diverse range of initial conditions (see SI).  In this sense, our hypothesis is more 565 

agnostic to the initial conditions of word order, which might fit better with findings that 566 

the evolutionary trajectory of word order can be different in different language families 567 

(Dunn et al., 2011). 568 
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Another issue is the model’s predictions about freedom of word order.  Populations in 569 

the model effectively start as free word order, but then converge on a single dominant 570 

order.  In reality, many languages have reported flexible word order (although one 571 

should note that few reported word orders are based on conversational data), but even 572 

these languages usually only use a sub-set of possible orders frequently (see Austin, 573 

2001; Hale, 1992).  For example, while many orders are possible in Samoan, during 574 

conversation between 70% and 86% of clauses with an overt subject, object and verb 575 

are verb-initial (Ochs, 1982, p. 661; Duranti, 1981, p. 171), in line with our model.  576 

However, many languages also go against our predictions.  In Dryer (2013a), 79% of 577 

languages coded as having two dominant word orders involve a change to the position 578 

of the verb (though none alternate between verb final and verb initial).  Warlpiri 579 

typically has the order topic, verb phrase, comment, with verb-medial constructions 580 

being most frequent of clauses with an agent, patient and verb (from written text, 581 

Swartz, 1987).  Indeed, word order in free word order languages is often determined by 582 

pragmatic (information-structure) factors such as ‘newsworthy’ or prominent items 583 

appearing first (Givón, 1983b; Swartz, 1987; Mithun, 1992).  This goes against our 584 

specific hypothesis about the position of verbs (and the predictions of the uniform 585 

information density hypothesis, see below), although it is compatible with the general 586 

idea of consistently keeping elements which require more effort to comprehend in the 587 

same relative position in order to facilitate turn taking.  Modelling this might require 588 

utterances to be sensitive to information structure or considerations of processing 589 

dependencies between the different constituents (see Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2016). 590 

One of the crucial assumptions of the model is that verbs require the most effort to 591 

process as a listener and plan as a speaker.   We assumed this since, for many 592 

languages, the verb provides the syntactic frame for a sentence.  In a conversational 593 

discourse, topics tend to be ‘given’ information, while comments (predicates/verbs) 594 

tend to convey the new information (e.g. Van Valin & LaPolla, 1997).  Studies which 595 

track the cognitive timecourse of comprehension and planning during interactive turn-596 

taking are only beginning to emerge (Gisladottir, Chwilla & Levinson, 2015; Bögels, 597 

Magyari & Levinson, 2015), and do not directly address our assumption.  However, we 598 

note that some studies are compatible with our position.  For example, several studies 599 

using the visual world eye-tracking paradigm show that the listener integrates 600 
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constraints on the possible or likely upcoming elements when the verb appears 601 

(Altmann, 1999; Kamide, Altmann & Haywood, 2003; Altmann, 2004; see Kamide, 602 

2008).  The semantics of verbs help listeners predict upcoming referents in verb-initial 603 

languages (Sauppe, 2016). Corpus analyses of written language also suggests that verbs 604 

carry more information to the listener (easing subsequent processing) on average than 605 

nouns (surprisal measure from Piantadosi, Tily & Gibson, 2011 as calculated in 606 

Roberts, Torriera & Levinson, 2015), which is in line with our position.  However, 607 

these results are inconsistent with others.  For example, integration for prediction can 608 

occur when hearing constituents other than verbs depending on the structure of the 609 

utterance (see experiment 3 of Kamide et al. 2003; Knoeferle et al., 2005), and a study 610 

of child-directed speech found that objects convey more information than subjects or 611 

verbs (Maurits, Perfors & Navarro, 2010, see below).  SOV order also emerged in an 612 

evolving population of neural-network agents when there was a selection pressure for 613 

predictability (Reali & Christiansen, 2009). 614 

More generally, real conversations are more complex than simple 3-constituent 615 

constructions.  For example, speakers use a range of strategies to defer the beginning of 616 

the content of their turn (e.g. turn-preserving placeholders such as “umm…”), which 617 

mitigates the need for rapid processing to some extent.  Turns in conversations often do 618 

not have overt subjects, objects or verbs.  For example, Bowern (2012) shows that in 619 

Bardi (a free word order language), clauses with an overt subject, object and verb are 620 

very rare in texts (less than 2%). Furthermore, morphological marking and word order 621 

itself can help listeners predict the upcoming verb, reducing the processing load at the 622 

verb itself (Lupyan & Christiansen, 2002).  Indeed, Ferrer-i-Cancho (2015) argues that 623 

verbs at the end of a turn are better for the listener because the prior context helps 624 

predict it, in opposition to our prediction. 625 

There is therefore no simple consensus about the difficulty of processing verbs during 626 

conversation.  We note that the previous literature on word order and cognition tends to 627 

focus on semantic comprehension, while an important part of turn taking in 628 

conversation is the comprehension of pragmatic acts (Gisladotir, Chwilla & Levinson, 629 

2015).  In any case, questions about how verb position, context, semantic relations and 630 

pragmatic acts relate to planning and comprehension effort is at least empirically 631 
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testable with recent large-scale databases and new experimental methods (e.g. Roberts, 632 

Torreira & Levinson, 2015;  Barthel et al., 2016; Bögels & Levinson, 2016). 633 

Even if the general assumption about verbs is correct, the model could be rooted in 634 

more concrete measures of processing.  For example, the work on uniform information 635 

density suggests that languages are optimised for conveying information at a constant 636 

rate, avoiding high information rates which are unreliable or low information rates 637 

which are inefficient (e.g. Jaeger & Levy, 2006; Jaeger, 2010; Piantadosi, Tily & 638 

Gibson, 2011).  Relating to word order in particular, Maurits, Perfors & Navarro (2010) 639 

analyse spoken conversations and measure the predictability of verbs from their subjects 640 

and objects.  They show that VSO and SVO orders provide more uniform information 641 

density, and therefore might be more efficient orders, helping to explain the drift 642 

towards them in Gell-Mann & Ruhlen’s study.   643 

One weakness is that the uniform information density accounts are motivated by the 644 

rational strategy for successfully transmitting a single utterance in noisy conditions 645 

(studies like Maurits et al., 2010 also assume that all words are the same length and that 646 

previous utterances do not carry information about the current one).  Furthermore, the 647 

uniform information density accounts focus on the ease of decoding rather than the ease 648 

of planning.  We argue that real time conversation involves simultaneous encoding and 649 

decoding at certain points in each turn, and so the ideal information profile may not be 650 

uniform, but one of the skewed distributions discussed above.  In general, however, the 651 

findings may be compatible with our account.  For example, according to the results in 652 

Maurits et al., 2010, SVO order conveys the most uniform information rate.  Yet 653 

considering the three orders where the subject precedes the object, the last element in 654 

the utterance contains more information (and therefore requires more cognitive 655 

resources) as the verb moves away from the crunch zone at the end of the turn.  That is, 656 

SOV order is the best profile for a turn-taking listener, since they are already able to 657 

predict the verb from the subject and the object, and are therefore able to dedicate more 658 

resources to planning in the crunch zone.  This is compatible with the result of our 659 

model that turn taking imposes a pressure to push the verb further back in the sentence. 660 

In another approach, Ferrer-i-Cancho (2015) argues that the length of syntactic 661 

dependencies between the verb and its subject and object (within a turn) has a 662 
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considerable effect on short term memory load, and that planning effort is minimised 663 

when placing the syntactic head in the center of the construction.  This opposes a 664 

pressure for predictability by the listener, which favours verb-final constructions.  665 

Furthermore, historical changes between dominant word orders tends to proceed in 666 

single steps between adjacent orders (see also, Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2016).  These factors 667 

combine to explain many phenomena such the prevalence of SVO order, optionality 668 

between SOV and SVO order, historical movement towards SVO and OVS order being 669 

rare since it is many changes away from the presumed initial SOV order.  Currently, our 670 

model is too abstract to integrate notions of syntactic dependency within a turn, and 671 

transitions between any order to any other order occur (see SI).   672 

The model presented here is not intended to supplant any of these other explanations 673 

and, as many others have pointed out, several factors could be at play in this complex 674 

system (Hawkins, 2004; Langus & Nespor, 2010; Ferrer-i-Cancho, 2015).  There is 675 

clearly work to be done to relate the different accounts to each other.  For now, we point 676 

out that the need for processing efficiency derives to some extent from the real-time 677 

nature of natural conversation, and that all of the approaches above consider processing 678 

within utterances or from the perspective of an isolated speaker or hearer, while we 679 

have argued that there are cognitive constraints imposed from the relationship between 680 

turns by multiple individuals. 681 

To conclude, there are many issues to resolve. The model is extremely simple and 682 

makes many assumptions that could be relaxed. The parameters also need to be tied to 683 

specific cognitive mechanisms, rather than abstract notions of processing cost. Rules of 684 

the sequential organisation of conversation could also be built into the model. The 685 

general hypothesis also makes more general predictions about grammatical structures 686 

within conversations which could be tested. For example, do speakers alter the 687 

information structure of their turns to aid processing by local co-ordination? Finally, the 688 

constraints from turn taking are just one domain from many that impact the evolution of 689 

grammatical structure.  Despite these limitations, we believe that the model provides a 690 

useful tool for thinking about the relationship between conversation and cognition in a 691 

cultural evolution framework.  Our take-home message is that interactive turn-taking in 692 

conversation must impose constraints on cognition, and that these may have 693 
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implications for the way in which languages change over time. 694 
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